
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
New York, NY June 21, 2016 – Thanks to its Artificial Intelligence, Welcome, the indoor security 

camera with face recognition, is a game changer in the industry as it’s the most advanced 
consumer indoor security camera. Welcome recognises the faces it sees. Welcome sends the 
names of identified people to the user’s smartphone. The camera notifies the user exactly who 
is at home, their loved ones or a stranger. 
 
Netatmo, a revolutionary smart home company, announces today two new features for 
Welcome:  
 
 The automatic storage of videos filmed by Welcome on the user’s Dropbox account, for  an 

additional secure and free back-up solution 
 
 The availability of the Netatmo Tags, the waterproof security sensors for doors and 

windows. These Welcome accessories enable the user to be alerted when a movement 
occurs at a house entrance point, even before an intrusion happens 

 
 

 
Netatmo announces the compatibility of Welcome with Dropbox, the cloud storage solution 
and collaboration platform making all the files available from any computer, phone or tablet 
and the Dropbox website. Videos filmed by Welcome are automatically saved on the user’s 
Dropbox account, providing them with an additional secured and free back-up solution.  
 
Accessing the Welcome App, the user chooses different settings to automatically record their 
videos on their Dropbox account: the detection of an unknown face or the detection of a 
movement.  
 
The user easily shares their Welcome videos saved on their Dropbox account with others. 
From both their Welcome and Dropbox Apps, they can check their recordings – including the 
oldest ones, wherever they are and even if their camera is unplugged.  
 
They can still save Welcome videos on the micro SD card included in the camera or 
automatically transfer them to their personal FTP server.  
 

 
 

 



Netatmo Tags add an extra layer of security to the house: they 
alert the user when a door or a window is opened, even before 
an intrusion occurs.  
 
Tags are waterproof and can be installed at the house entrance 
points – doors, windows, blinds, gates – indoor or outdoor. They 
detect when a door or a window is moving, shaken or left wide 
open and send notifications to the user’s smartphone.  
 
The user is notified when the front door is open, if the garage 
one was left half-open or if a burglar tries to force a window. They 
can also check directly on their Welcome App that all doors and 
windows are closed.  
 
Tags are UV, rain and wind-resistant. They can be placed up to 
260 feet away from the camera.  
 
Easy to install, the Tags work only with the Welcome camera 
and are sold separately.  

 
 

 
Welcome retails for $199 on www.netatmo.com and at Lowes, Best Buy, Home Depot and 
Amazon. 
 
Free Dropbox storage is available starting today via an automatic update of the Welcome 
App.  
 
Netatmo Tags are available now. They are sold by 3 for $99 www.netatmo.com and at the 
retailers above.  
 
The Welcome App is compatible with iPhones featuring iOS 8 and above, and Android 

smartphones 4.3 and above. The user can access the Welcome App from their smartphone, 

tablet, PC/Mac or Apple Watch.  

 

 
Netatmo is a revolutionary smart home company, developing groundbreaking, intuitive and 
beautifully-designed connected consumer electronics. Truly smart, Netatmo’s innovative 
products provide a seamless experience that helps users create a safer, healthier and more 
comfortable home. 
 
Netatmo carefully designs the mechanics, electronics and embedded software of all its 
products to the highest standards. Netatmo also creates the mobile and web applications 
that fully realise their potential.  
 
Since 2012 Netatmo has released four devices, all of them infused with intelligence and 
delivering state-of-the-art features: 

 The Netatmo Weather Station for Smartphone allows users to keep track of what is 
happening in their indoor and outdoor environments in more than 170 countries. It is 
the world’s largest collaborative weather station network. 

 The Netatmo Thermostat for Smartphone, designed by Philippe Starck, allows users 
to control their heating remotely from a smartphone. With analysis of their daily 
routine, the Thermostat for Smartphone allows users to save 37% on energy heat 
their home.  

http://www.netatmo.com/
http://www.netatmo.com/


 Welcome, the indoor security camera with face recognition technology, puts names to 
the faces it sees. The camera notifies the user exactly who’s at home, their loved 
ones or a stranger.  

 Presence, Netatmo’s outdoor security camera, detects and reports on people, cars 
and animals. The camera understands what it sees and lets the user know exactly 
what is happening outside his home.  

 
Netatmo is a key player in the smart home industry, with products available through various 
distribution networks worldwide, from both major retailers and BtoB channels.  
 
In November 2015 Netatmo completed a series B funding round of $33 million. The company 
previously raised $5 million in 2013. 

 
 

 


